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Abstract

In distributed software engineering, the role of informal communication is frequently overlooked. Participants simply employ their own ad-hoc methods of informal communication. Consequently such communication is haphazard, irregular, and rarely recorded as part of the project documentation. Thus, a need for tool support to facilitate more systematic informal communication via awareness has been identified. The tool proposed is based on the provision of awareness support that recognises the complete context of the evolution of software artefacts rather than single events.

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networking has been successfully employed to develop various distributed software engineering support tools. However, there are scalability problems inherent in naive peer-to-peer network designs, a semantic overlay network approach has been chosen, wherein a node’s “nearest” neighbours would contain the information of greatest interest to that node, albeit one slightly different from commonly deployed semantic overlay systems like Herald and PROST. Theoretically in P2P networks all peers are equal, yet in deployment “some are more equal than others”. For example, studies have shown that in most file sharing networks a minority of the peers provide the majority of the files; the rest of the peers are “free riders”. This finding has implications for the stability of the network. Many semantic overlay networks rely on this existing behaviour and introduce super peers which take care of integrating new peers with the established peers (rendezvous) and making complex routing decisions.

While this functionality is desirable for file sharing networks, a P2P network designed for distributing awareness information has differing properties: information is pushed from each node, and nodes usually have similar levels of connectivity. Table 1 compares the properties of these two network types. Consequently, it has been decided to omit super peers from the overlay network requirements for reasons of simplicity.

Without super peers, a new method of organising the network is required. A local iterative connection optimisation algorithm has been loosely specified in earlier work and has subsequently been implemented albeit only in a form suitable for testing.

Initially, the algorithm design was as follows:

\[
\text{Peer } A \xrightarrow{\text{connect}} \text{Peer } B \\
\text{Peer } A \xrightarrow{\text{send details of } A} \text{Peer } B \\
\text{Peer } B \xrightarrow{\text{send details of } A} \text{Peer } C \\
\text{Peer } B \xrightarrow{\text{send details of } A} \text{Peer } D
\]
Table 1. Comparative properties of Awareness and File sharing-type P2P networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Awareness Net</th>
<th>File-sharing Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information retrieval</td>
<td>Pushed from each node</td>
<td>Pull (search results)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node resources</td>
<td>Largely equal</td>
<td>Many consumer peers with few resources, a few super-peers with more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node connectivity</td>
<td>Largely equal</td>
<td>Many weakly connected edge nodes, some super-peers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State management</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Partially global (discovery services, super peers etc)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Peer A connects to Peer B and receives various details of the nodes known about by Peer B. In return it would send its own details to B for further distribution. From the results received from B, A knows that Peer D is more interesting, so it breaks its connection to B and reconnects to D. This process repeats until the network enters a stable configuration. Aside from organisational traffic like this, each node will also transmit awareness messages to its immediate peers. Since all interested peers should in theory be close to the originating node by virtue of the self-organisation process, after the message has been retransmitted a number of hops (the Time To Live (TTL)) it may be discarded, reducing overall network load and retaining system scalability without requiring super-peers for routing.

Peer A reconnects to Peer B and receives various details of the nodes known about by Peer B. In return it would send its own details to B for further distribution. From the results received from B, A knows that Peer D is more interesting, so it breaks its connection to B and reconnects to D. This process repeats until the network enters a stable configuration. Aside from organisational traffic like this, each node will also transmit awareness messages to its immediate peers. Since all interested peers should in theory be close to the originating node by virtue of the self-organisation process, after the message has been retransmitted a number of hops (the Time To Live (TTL)) it may be discarded, reducing overall network load and retaining system scalability without requiring super-peers for routing.

Furthermore, a requirement was identified for a more lightweight form of evaluation[14] to be performed during the prototyping phase of research projects which attempts to provide some of the benefits of full, user-centric evaluation without the attendant costs in time, resources and user patience. This process was devised to support the evolution of an existing research prototype, OSCAR[15, 3] but is equally applicable to any project without sufficient resources or the desire to perform a “full strength” evaluation.

This paper discusses a simulation approach adopted to drive the subsequent evolution and evaluation of the self-organisation algorithm and to address some of the issues with using more conventional network organisation techniques.

2 Evaluation of this tool

The use of a P2P network and the design of this tool in particular raises several issues pertinent to evaluation. Firstly, a P2P network has no central node which may be instrumented to assist in data collection for evaluation. At any one time it is impossible to definitively know either the size of the network or even the full state of known peers, since they may well be interacting with additional peers beyond the network’s boundaries. As knowledge of global state is lacking, the evaluator can never know these things except in the most contrived deployment circumstances. Obviously individual peers may be instrumented, but then the issue arises of establishing the true order of all events without global accurate time.

Secondly, debugging any semantic overlay system in a deployment environment is extremely difficult. The lack of global state knowledge described previously makes it difficult for the evaluator to determine the different effects of various factors (e.g. network reliability, user behaviour/experience etc) on the performance of the algorithm.

Thirdly any controlled experiments to validate the assumptions made during the design process of any semantic overlay are extremely difficult and would almost certainly require a specialised testing cluster to be built, wherein all relevant factors could be tightly monitored and adjusted. Though such a test system is desirable, insufficient resources are available to build it. Consequently a different approach must be taken to solving these problems.

Work conducted by Microsoft Research indicates in passing that simulation is useful throughout the development life-cycle of a P2P project. “Don’t throw away your simulation environment” is the precise quote[11].

In the context of the awareness project, simulation will perform two main tasks. Firstly the controlled nature of the simulation environment will allow assumptions inherent in the design to be checked without lengthy setup of a complex physical test environment. Where such assumptions are found to be inaccurate, the simulation may be modified easily whereas changing a deployed test environment is likely to be much more difficult. While the simulation may not be perfect at identifying such issues, it still provides an ideal environment for debugging, even if the experience in the subsequent deployed environment does not initially match the expected results from simulation. Secondly, in the context of evaluation the simulation may be used as a sort of “hypothesis generator” to predict behaviour before users become involved. In this way problems with the design and performance of the algorithm may be identi-
fied and the structure of any future user involvement in the evaluation process developed before limited resources are committed.

2.1 Desired Results

The role of simulation in the awareness project is to answer several questions, detailed below:

1. What is the relevance of all the messages received by particular nodes?
2. What are the optimum settings for any simulation parameters, such as the message Time To Live? Are such apparently optimum settings desirable or likely in a deployed environment? Ideally, optimum settings should match the most common situations and if they do not, attempts should be made to improve the algorithm to make this possible.
3. What is the tolerance of the algorithm to unusual situations such as random link failure or delays in message transmission? A rather subjective interpretation may be required here.
4. How does network self-organisation compare to the standard naive P2P model? Later on, a comparison to a Super Peer architecture may also be interesting.

An initial set of requirements for the simulation tool was derived from this list of questions and the personal requirements of the tool’s designer.

2.2 Simulation Tool Design

Firstly, some sort of visualisation was required. Since physical networks may be represented as an undirected graph which permits cycles, the JGraph toolkit was chosen both to represent the network under simulation, display the intermediate and final results as a diagram and provide drag-and-drop editing capabilities for the operator to allow them to add and remove nodes at will.

Secondly a facility should be provided to start, stop, step-through and replay the simulation so interesting situations may be examined and if necessary adjusted to probe the properties of the self-organisation system. Additionally, a self timer should be provided so the simulation stops running after a preset number of steps.

In order to help generate such interesting situations, an optional events generator should be provided. The generator should be able to create and inject random events into the running simulation, including new peers joining the network, links failing, awareness information being transmitted from a particular node etc.

Figure 1. Simulation Tool Screen-shot

Thirdly, a facility to record all occurrences within the simulation, whether originated by the self-organisation actions or the event generator, is necessary to answer the question about message pertinence.

Fourthly, to ensure the design of the tool remains simple, each node in the simulation will be permitted to use a random discovery service to obtain an initial connection to the network. Thereafter, self-organisation or operator intervention must take place to make or break connections.

Fifthly, several interesting or particular taxing simulations should be saved and provided as “test cases”. When evolving the algorithm, the comparative performance of these known cases may serve as a guide to see if any given modification is an improvement or a retrograde step.

Finally, the self-organisation algorithm should be pluggable to permit the interesting possibility of pitting several versions of the same algorithm against each other to see which one performs the best. Additionally control cases such as a Super Peer overlay architecture may be implemented as pluggable algorithms later in the research.

3 Results from Simulation

A tool (screen-shot in figure 1) was written conforming to the above design and several interesting cases were examined to see how the initial design for a self-organisation algorithm behaved. During this testing, various unexpected algorithm behaviours were observed and documented; some of which were deemed inconvenient and consequently eliminated by modifications made to the algorithm.

The evaluation does not employ statistical techniques, for though the simulation could easily be used to gather the requisite information, statistical evaluation instruments can-

\[\text{http://www.jgraph.org}\]
not be used to evaluate the awareness tool. The issues identified earlier of missing global state knowledge and the difficulty of establishing total event order are to blame. Consequently a case study approach aimed at answering some of the questions posed earlier was used, and any other observations noted. At first, no reporting functionality was available in the tool but this made studying the simulation difficult. Consequently, some simple live graphing of results was implemented, shown in figure 2.

3.1 Control Case: No Self-Organisation

Initially, as an artefact of developing the simulation system the control case where no self-organisation at all was performed was examined. In this case nodes were allowed to randomly connect to each other, albeit within the bounds of the simulation parameters such as Maximum and Minimum connections-per-node. Each node contains some fake “data”, that in the deployed version of the system will correspond to the output of metrics (e.g. fuzzy MD5) run on the resources the node possesses. By comparing this data with that of other nodes, a measure of similarity between nodes may be obtained.

When awareness messages are received by a node, they are deemed relevant if they relate to at least one resource the node owns. Predictably enough, the self-organisation method was shown to result in greater numbers of relevant messages being received by each node. With larger networks of nodes under the naive model, many did not receive any relevant information during the lifetime of the simulation. However, it does not follow from this result that the existing self-organisation algorithm is adequate simply because it is better than the obviously inadequate naive unaugmented P2P architecture, especially since the characteristics of the networks resulting from the no-organisation strategy and the organisation strategy were quite different. In particular, the latter strategy resulted in many more connections per node.

3.2 Link Failure

To determine what happened when links between nodes randomly failed, various simulations were set up and allowed to enter a reasonably stable state. Once stabilised, connections were broken at random at first by the operator and (once written) the event generator. In many cases the connection immediately reformed and network became stable once more. However, in certain cases a node that was completely disconnected from the network for whatever reason (see “Starved Nodes” below) would reconnect at this point and result in a large change in the network’s organisation.

In the real world, the failure of underlying network infrastructure is likely to be the main cause of a dropped link. Such a failure may not allow a lost connection to reform immediately as observed in the simulation. At present the effects of this type of failure cannot be simulated by the tool.

3.3 Observation: “Wandering” Nodes

Whilst testing the effect of randomly breaking links in the network, it became apparent that certain simulation configurations resulted in one node “wandering” around the network and never entering a stable configuration. Figure 3 shows a sequence where this can occur for a time. Since the overhead of making a new connection is likely to be high in a production environment, eliminating this behaviour is
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port, not the creation of a novel method for “bootstrapping” P2P networks. This research is the development and evaluation of effective awareness support, not the creation of a novel method for “bootstrapping” P2P networks.

3.4 Observation: “Starved” Nodes

In certain instances of the simulation, one or more nodes would be so dissimilar from the rest of the nodes in the network that their initial connection provided by the random discovery service would be immediately broken before the node had sufficient opportunity to migrate to a more suitable position, resulting in nodes that were completely disconnected from the network. A combination of two modifications to the simulation resolved this problem. Firstly, nodes without any connections were permitted to use the discovery service at any time, rather than just once. Secondly, nodes could decide whether to accept or reject an incoming connection and even disconnect an existing peer if a more suitable connection attempt arrives.

A further improvement to this process would require peers who break a connection to provide a list of nodes for the just-disconnected peer to try and connect to. Obviously this functionality relies on some degree of trust between peers.

3.5 Observation: Network Fragmentation

If two or more nodes become starved or a particularly vital connection between nodes is broken, the network may fragment into two distinct subgraphs. In this situation, the two subgraphs cannot at present reconnect themselves into one graph since no node in either graph can “know” of nodes in the other graph and none may use the random discovery service since they all have connections. Obviously this is not ideal. A partial solution is the history of connections mentioned above; as a consequence of this each of the nodes in each subgraph has a reasonable chance of obtaining a connection to a node within one of the other subgraphs.

However, two disconnected networks that are unaware of one another’s existence is possible in a production environment since they could evolve independently. In this case, little is lost by having separate networks, though obviously connecting them together may be beneficial. Since this tool is likely to be deployed as part of structured projects rather than ad-hoc like many P2P applications, network fragmentation and initial peer discovery do not present the same challenges.

3.6 Observation: Local Maxima

Due to the lack of a global state, it is possible for local maxima to evolve such as those shown in Figure 4. As far as the nodes are concerned, they are in the “correct” places, but obviously a better network structure is possible and would arise if Peer 5 and Peer 4 could communicate directly. This problem is somewhat similar to the network fragmentation problem described earlier and at present no solution exists. If more interesting nodes are close enough for awareness messages originating from them to bridge the gap, then potentially such information (“there is a more interesting node somewhere nearby”) could be used by the algorithm when deciding which connections to make. However, if the maxima are too far apart, they may be considered to be disconnected subgraphs.

It is not anticipated that such maxima will be a problem in deployment for the same reasons that fragmentation and initial discovery present less of a challenge than they would in P2P applications such as file-sharing. Indeed, the situation in Figure 4 would only arise with a TTL of 2 or less; a very unlikely parameter.

4 Conclusion

A simulation approach has been used to evaluate the behaviour of a local optimisation algorithm used for preparing a P2P semantic overlay network suitable for distributing awareness information between nodes prior to deploying the algorithm in a historical awareness tool for distributed software engineering. Several problems were identified with the algorithm including a tendency to starve certain nodes of resources and the algorithm evolved from the original design to a new, more complex but more capable

Figure 4. Local Maxima
variant. Further evolution is expected as the evaluation continues.

A number of outstanding issues have been identified as a result of the evaluation to date via simulation and these remain to be addressed by further research. Firstly, control of the simulation must be improved. While the existing event generator is useful, a more controlled method such as scripting must be provided for event injection; otherwise, duplicating interesting circumstances is difficult. Earlier in the research the issue of results reporting was identified; introduction of the live results graphing shown in figure 2.2 resolved this to the researcher’s satisfaction.

Secondly, the “small world” properties of the network structures created by the algorithms should be examined and compared to the properties of existing collaboration networks that are not necessarily technologically mediated. Intuition suggests that in order to be successful the properties of the awareness P2P network should closely mirror the properties of the existing collaboration networks, but this is a large assumption to make without further confirming evidence. Modelling existing collaborations presents a challenge; however, there is sufficient literature available for a preliminary review at least.

For user-facing evaluation a P2P awareness module and associated visualisation will be added to the Eclipse platform as a plug-in. Use of an IDE like Eclipse makes gathering information about what a user is doing considerably easier than a mere stand-alone tool monitoring the file-system. Information can be gathered from what resources a user has open and the sorts of operations they perform on them. The algorithm implementation used will not actually differ from that of the simulation, since at present the algorithm runs in a type of container within the simulation and a similar container could be provided within the Eclipse plug-in.

Further development and evaluation of this tool will form the next major step in this research. The aim of this phase is to address further questions such as:

1. What is the effect that awareness has on the development process?
2. How does this new tool affect the way collaboration is performed in a distributed software engineering environment in comparison to normal face-to-face collaboration?
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